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This case was brought on for arbitration by the APWU,
iu a grievance subject to disposition at the national I.evel,chal-

lengiag the force and effect which the Postal Service allegedly

Os ATTDANCE uIPRp~VF/~T wbich was published in November of 1980 .

In this proceeding, the union sought to have the Arbi-
trator either declare that the publication was void and of no
signifigauce in the appropriate interpretation and application
of Article 10 of the national agreement and parts of Chapter-510
of the Employee and Labor Relations Manual, or to declare that
certain provisions of EL-501 were neither fair, reasonable and
equitable or in conflict with the requirements and provisions of
the National Agreement and pertinent Handbooks and Manuals .

The union asserted that, even if the Postal service were

to sake an unequivocal declaration that the EL-501 was not a' hand-
book. the Union contended the publication placed the USPS in vio-
lation of Article S of the Agreement as a prohibited unilateral
modification of Article 10 of the Agreement provisions as al chaptering 1
violation Article 19 by amending 510 of the ELM without taking the necessary steps to do so .
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in response to this grievance, the Postal Service argue
jiat it was not arbitrable because the National Agreement did not
five the arbitrator authority to determine anything about the issi .

snce of this Publication which was not, according to the Service,

prosmslgated to supersede existing handbooks, manuals or postal re-

gulations . it was written, stated the USPS .,for the sole use of

non-bargaining unit employees , i .e ., certain' supervisory personnel

The postal Service argued that only those Handbooks . Manuals and

published Regulations that directly relate to wages , hou s or work
ing conditions, as these apply to employees covered by the Nationa

Agreement, case within the purview of Article 19 of that Agreement

The Postal Services also claimed that the Union has not
established that this Publication's contents breach the National
Agreement and denies that they do so . The Service further stated

that it had not placed reliance upon the directives or information

contained in EL-3O1 as a guide to the interpretation of the terms

of the National Agreement .

Statsent of the Case s

The E1-SO1. dated Movewb!r of 1980
, was sent to the Unic

with a cover letter from Assistant Postmaster General Giidea, date

November 21 . 1980. in which be said that the publication was onic not
'intended to alter existing Postal service had earmark of a
concluded. howsver, that this publication
contract status handbook . It was printed with the

same format as

a handbook, it was given a handbook number, and was referred to

by the Postal Service as a handbook. It was seat to the Union via

the sass transmittal process as it received handbooks , manuals and

regulation to which it felt obliged
to respond under the provisic

of article 19 of the Agreement .

The subject matter of this publication was concerned wit
procedures governing leave and attendance

. In Postal Bulletin

•21274 of December 4 . 1980, it was identified as a handbook
. This

was also true in the LISPS Directives . Publication 23, dated Oct-

ober, 1981. More postal management cited thes provisions ofgEL-501pittsbnrgb local postal s~anag
in determining employee rights and obligations as they relate to
lean and attendance at those facilities . 1/
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A, On January 28 . 1981 , in denying a Step 2 grievance , the MSO

Officer in Charge at Las Vegas cited "Handbook L-S
O t"~e ag-

grieved,

of the authorities for the action taken against
the the

grieved. Similarly, on December 7 . 1981 .

Director of Employee i Labor Relations referred to grievance . as

providing guida4J e [i ' io ao c ce



When it looked like a handbook, was given a handbook

number , and was called a handbook, officials of the APWU be-

lieved it was necessary to check the contents of the Publication

to determine whether any of its provisions were
si

conflict with

the requirements of the national Agreement, q ing
and manoals and postal regulations . After examining EL-501,
the ARm requested a setting , under the provisions of Article

19. because it felt that certain provisions of EL
-5ol violated

the national Agreement . The Union bad drawn up a document in
which it identified the alleged areas of conflict between EL-Sol
the P-21 and 22 nandbooks , provisions of the National Agreement,

sections of the ELM. and practices which had been recognized in
dealing with leave and attendance as having achieved widespread
acceptance throughout the postal Service .

At subsequent meetings with Postal officials , the
Union did not auceeed in getting an agreement , under Article 19 .
or under the provisions of Article 15, that the Publication shout-
be withdrawn or that certain of its provisions be revised so that

they were not in conflict , in the Unions opinion , with the Na-
regu-

Agreement,
actices which had beenaaccepteolations,

now had
lotions, or with practices
the force of law.

The postal Service persisted in its position that this
Publication was an internal management e~ icand atti supervisory onlyfor the guidance and assistance of sang pe
ersonnel in handling attendance and leave issues . The Postal Sr :

refused to address the Union ' s position under either Article 19
or as a grievance to be processed pursuant to the provisions of
Article 15.

_opinion of the Arbitrator :

At the outset it is necessary to state that supervision

or management personnel may certainly be instructed by Beadguarte :

in an effort to minimize scheduling difficulties which may be
caused by absences of various kinds . Apparently, in part, that w :

a purpose to be accompisibed by the publication of EL-501 . In

su di an attempt to promote greater scheduling effectiveness .. h,w-

ever, management and supervision must act within the strictures

and requirements of pertinent provisions of the National Agreement
as welt-as handbooks, manuals and regulations issued in accord an
dealing with the subject of leave and attendance . These are ac-

knowledged terms and conditions of employment.
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In the issuance of EL-501 in its current format and the
way it was subsequently identified in official publications, unfc
nately. the Postal service created some ambiguity, at the least,
about how this document was to be regarded by the Unions, manage-
ment and employees covered by the National Agreement . Quite ob-

viously. the unions felt it bad to be treated as a handbook proms
under the terms of Article 19 and to take issue with its contents
under that provision as a defensive measure . Management , as well,
judging by the reference to this Publication in the Las Vegas and
Pittsburgh cases. referred to in footnote 1 above , believed that
had bees incorporated by reference into the Agreement pursuant to
the provision of Article 19 .

The reluctance of management to state unequivocally,
is its meetings with the Onion, that EL-SOl was not a handbook,
having the force and effect of one coming under the aegis of Arti-
1%lent credence to the unions fear that it certainly would be
so regarded is the field and would have a deterrent effect upon
the -r is which employees acted regarding their leave and
atteediwe rights and privileges .

During the course of this arbitration proceeding, the

E.ployer spokesmen labeled EL-SO1 as a "secondary authority" on
the nner is which the tern of the National Agreement and re-
lated handbooks, menials and regulations . regarding leave and at-

tendance, were to be viewed and enforced . The Postal Service
eaasot have it both ways . If it is only an internal management
csnicstiom to supervisory and managerial personnel , outside

the bsrgaining unit, it cannot be considered as a primary , second-
ary or eves tertiary authority upon which manage wit can rely in
interpreting and administering the Agreement .

If nothing in EL-SO1 is intended to alter the leave
rsgslatione in Chapter 5 of the ELM, it must be apparent to all
concerned, including the unions and employees covered by the
uational Agreement. That should be made abundantly clear . If
supervisors act in accord with the instructions contained in EL-
501, and such actions are in conflict with or violative of the
provisions of the Agreement , pertinent handbooks, manuals, regu-
latioas, awards, or controlling practices , then they do so subject
toe successful challenge under the provisions of Article 15 of
the Agreement .

Managmpt agreed, as a practical matter , to waive the

question of whether this conclusion could b : r.iached in this

Article 19 gfevance .
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in the Award below, Management shall be directed to

dispel any confusion which presently exists about the force and
effect of this publication as it relates to handbooks issued
and subject to the terms of Article 19 of the National Agreement .

The union also clearly intended in ibis arbitration
proceeding to have the Arbitrator instruct the postal Service
to alter certain of the instructions contained in EL-501 because

they were in conflict with the provisions of the National Agreemer

or pertinent handbooks , manuals, regulations . awards or control-

ling practices . In effect, the Union presented its study of the
alleged manner in which certain provisions of the publication were
in conflict with the terms of the documents or practices mentione-
above as a bill of particnlars and requested that the Arbitrator
direct the LISPS to amend EL-SOl accordingly . This the Arbitrator

cannot do. In effect , the Union is asking for a declaratory judg-
ment regarding these allegedly conflicting provisions of EL-501 .
Such a determinatioa bas been consistently held inappropriate in
an arbitration proceeding . Lamed with the knowledge that EL-501,
by vista of the Award in this proceeding , cannot be cited as an

authority for the manner in which the leave and attendance require
meats of the tational Agreement are to be interpreted or applied,

challenges to managemeat ' s actions in this area must be pursued

on a .ase by case bests under the provisions of Article 15 .

Therefore, after due deliberation , the undersigned

ashes the following

AWL RD

1 . The Employer shall promulgate an official docu-
ment in which it clarifies the status of EL-501,
making it clear that it is not to be reggdedd by

the
management, the Unions , or employs covered
RRational Agreement as a handbook having the force
and effect of such a docant issued pursuant to
Article 19. Copies of such promulgation shall be
furnished to the Unions concerned.

2. For the reasons stated in the Opinion above,
no findings or conclusions can be drawn as to whether

the contents of EL-501 conform to or are in conflict

with the terms of the National Agreement, handbooks .

manuals , regulations, awards or controlling practices .

Washington. DC Howard G. ?amser. Arbitrator

'December 27 . 1982
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